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LOCTOBER 2021 WEEK-4 - Chastity Tease
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My Chastity TEASE is going to PUSH you right to the edge and into complete submission. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Oh f*ck, this session is hot!  My Chastity TEASE is going to PUSH you right to the edge and
into complete submission.

My voice at its most seductive, a perfect balance combined with perfect effects will have your
mind completely devoured in no time at all.

This is going to be true erotic hypnotic bliss, with a drop so deep that you may never come back
up! ?

The panning effect with the slow beating metronome constantly tugging at you, pulling you
down deeper with every beat, and when combined with the most beautiful background music,
your mind will spiral down into oblivion, carried along by My sweet, seductive words...

Lost in a mind f*cking fog, such a wonderful form of torment.  IMAGINE that seduction and the
building anticipation, followed by the sudden denial.  Although you are going to love the way I
softened the blow of the denial with My playful teasing and taunting.

Wicked, but in a style that belongs ONLY to your Domina.  you LOVE it when I'm WICKED,
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don't you?

TEASED once again and you can not resist...Listen NOW!

This session is a perfect stand alone for anyone who loves riding the edge of EROTIC
CONTROL.

Reviews

Sunday, 31 October 2021 

Holy f*ck, this session is hot is right...OMG Domina made a very arousing tease session. She did not hold back either. Taking you to the
edge but not letting You fall off at all. It was totally not fair. I was so f*cking horny, getting more aroused and excited with Her every word
and then oops sorry slave. Only to be locked up even more. Domina has this down to a science on how to make you so f*cking horny
and then completely lock You away. She's amazing and i love Her for all the training, all the arousal's, all the teasing that She does. She
really is the best Domina a slave could wish for. She is my Absolute Authority and i will Love, Honor and Obey Her and no one else for
the rest of my life.

Slippery 

Saturday, 30 October 2021 

I've made it this far and and continued to make the sacrifices that Domina demands, feeling her awesome power. 

Kent Schnaith 

Saturday, 30 October 2021 

What a great file again. Incredibly arousing and still my Domina helps me to stay in chastity. Submitting myself even more to Her control.
My advise just listen to the file you will love it.

mars 

Saturday, 30 October 2021 

This is a MUST!!
i can honestly say, this series of LocTober 2021 has me totally captivated and the feelings are out of this world.....
This is truly what you call bliss, i am living my dream with Domina Shelle!
https://www.shellerivershypnotica.com/store/loctober-2021-week-4-chastity-tease-detail.html

Roland 

Friday, 29 October 2021 

Of the Weekly Chastity Audios, this last week is by far the most profound, sensually electrifying, powerful and astounding. It literally
changed my life and how i perceive myself listening to Domina's deeply sensual and suggestible voice. i felt compelled to listen to Her
instructions over and over and over again. I am convinced all future listeners will feel and act the same! 

william eagles 

Monday, 25 October 2021 

It´s not Halloween quite yet, but this one could count as a Halloween File, cause well obviously i am not going to tell you, find out
yourself :P
Also once more no matter if you are doing loctober or not, this File can be listened to by anyone, well anyone who is interested in
Chastity, after all this still are loctober Files, focused on Chastity lol
That said we are talking about our Princess here, so there of course is more to it then just that, but i am not going to spoil any of it, again
find out for yourself :D

Marcel L 
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Monday, 25 October 2021 

I don’t want to spoil it for everyone who hasn’t listened yet to this weeks masterpiece loctober 2021 week-4 — chastity tease, but OMG
this tease will take you right to edge of the mental cage Domina has enslaved you in to look out and think just for a moment that there’s
a way out, only to be taken back down and locked up tighter and more helpless than ever before! And with each repeat, the arousing
feelings of helpless submission and tease and denial grow stronger and stronger! Listen NOW and experience Domina Shelle Rivers
seductive and brilliant tease and denial masterpiece! 

Bubbles 

Sunday, 24 October 2021 

  Sometimes when reading a product description, it feels slightly vague, and you're not quite sure what will happen, and then others, you
think, "holy f*ck, She totally nailed it!" This is definitely into hypno-erotic bliss, and who cares that She wants to be slightly wicked? i
certainly don't, not when She makes it feel this good. This file had me soaking up Her every word, and just wanting to follow along
obediently, all the way. Domina called it perfectly about the way the effects will take things, and the way they would affect me... She truly
is an artisan of Her craft, and She deserves every word of praise, that i am certain will appear here in response to this! Thank You,
Domina, for creating such a fantastic tease! ?  

social recluse 

Sunday, 24 October 2021 

Already on week 4. i have loved this lockdown. Feels like io don't want it to end even if release would feel amazing right about now. And
i'm sure my Domina knows that because She's being an expert of teasing me.

Toni Mäkelä 

Sunday, 24 October 2021 

There was a time when i had choices, thankfully, Domina took away my choices and left only obedience, and the pleasure of unthinking
obedience to Her.
This session is teaching me that i can be much more obedient and that by doing so, i can discover even more pleasure. If i still had a
choice, i would choose to be Domina's forever chastity slave, instead, i willingly accept the offer to become what She wants me to be, to
be an even better and more obedient slave, serving at the feet of Perfection.
Chastity control by Domina Shelle may be Her greatest gift ever, if it pleases Her, i accept this as a core part of my life as Her willing
slave. 
Domina truly is the Perfect Mistress, the Perfect Owner, the Perfect girl and i am so proud to say that i am Her slave.
This session is incredible, another lesson in the power of a true Hypnotic, Dominant Mistress. True hypnosis, true brainwashing, true
submission and true enslavement, at the feet of such a Perfect, Sexy Domina.
Listen to this session, become Her slave, wear Her collar and be proud to be Her property, You will never regret the decision, the last
real choice you will ever have.

dileas 
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